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A subject dear to children’s hearts is in the spotlight as Leslie Patricelli’s beloved baby

character returns.Everybody does it: Kitty, Doggie, Daddy — even Mommy! And when Leslie

Patricelli’s beloved bald baby does it while running, it sounds like a train. This frank and very

funny look at a certain noisy body function is perfectly suited to the youngest of listeners, while

their giggling older siblings will be happy to read it aloud.

About the AuthorLeslie Patricelli is the creator of a series of best-selling board books starring

her inimitable bald baby. She is also the author-illustrator of Higher! Higher! and Be Quiet,

Mike! as well as two stories about the Patterson Puppies. She lives in Ketchum, Idaho. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From School Library JournalIt's a

plain fact: bodily functions and the sounds they make are funny. In Patricelli's latest, a toddler

joyfully discovers his ability to, well, toot. He toots like a train, he toots on his trike, he toots in

music class. Even better, the little tooter discovers that everyone does it—even mom and dad.

What a gas!—Kiera Parrott, School Library Journal --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.ReviewPatricelli’s trademark style of thick black lines on

brushstroke-heavy backgrounds in jewel-tone colors are perfectly suited to her playful and

irreverent subject matter. The young protagonist narrates both offerings in simple, direct

sentences, and Patricelli fills the rest of the books with captions and sound effects galore... [A]

playful delight...—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)Little listeners will delight in the book’s

celebration of the joys of body noise. ... For families willing to have some flatulence-themed fun,

this is a must-have.—Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Toot Leslie gas prices

Big Little (Leslie Patricelli Board Books), Quiet Loud (Leslie Patricelli Board Books), No No Yes

Yes (Leslie Patricelli Board Books), Yummy Yucky (Leslie Patricelli Board Books), Huggy Kissy

(Leslie Patricelli Board Books), Fa La La (Leslie Patricelli Board Books), Hop! Hop! (Leslie

Patricelli Board Books), Baby Happy Baby Sad (Leslie Patricelli Board Books)

Theo, “HELP MY TODDLER WON'T STOP ASKING FOR THIS BOOK. He loves it so much.

He always asks for Toot. Then he asks to read it three more times in a row. The illustrations are

downright delightful and I know them all by heart. Toot has me questioning my every decision.

Why did I buy this book, knowing my child was fart-obsessed? Why did I give one of the

characters a voice that hurts my throat to do? Now I have to do that voice every read-through.

Why am I still laughing at this ridiculous book even though I'm so freaking sick of it?Also, this

book lies. Mommy's toots are NOT a quiet little "Shhh" noise, they are rumbles that scare the

cats.”

CentIL13, “It's called toot for a reason, one star reviewers! Get a sense of humor!. My two year

old LOVES this book (as do we!). It takes a "taboo" subject and brings humor to it! I teach

kindergarten and while I do teach them to be scientists and understand farts are natural and

that you ahoukdnt laugh when someone does it because it can emharass them. But there is

something to be said for the knee jerk reaction young people have to the sound. My point being

this book simply takes a natural humor kids have and poke light hearted fun to it. if you really

want a laugh, read the one star reviews! What a hoot! What did you think you were buying

when you purchased abook called "Toot?!"”

BlissfullyySweet, “Great book!. My 14 month old cracks up when I read this to him!Edit: My son

is now 16 months and this is without a doubt his favorite book at the moment. He brings it to

me to read for him on average about 5 times a day, if not more. He is engaged and has a big

smile on his face the whole time. Many times when I finish reading it to him, I hand it back to

him and he immediately hands it back to me to re-read. I've even been woken up in the

morning with him coming into my room and shoving the book in my face while I'm still sleeping,

lol. We also have "Yummy, Yucky", but this one is hands down more intriguing to him.”

Erricka Grace, “I toot in the tubby!. FAVORITE BOOK OF ALL TIMEOnly flaw is that it reads in

one part that “Daddy’s toots are loud...Mommy’s toots are quiet”. That’s wronger than wrong in

our house, so we swap it out when we read it. Mommy’s proud of her farts.I seriously have this

book memorized, we love it that much. My kiddo is only 8 months but because we read it so

much and have such a fun time, he instantly recognizes the cover of the book and grins! The

illustrations are simple and pages are brightly colored so it’s one of few books that can hold his

attention without being overwhelming at this age. And the weight and thickness of the book/

pages is good for him to hold.We really love this book. ALL TOOTS ARE FUNNY!!!!”

Scientist79, “Great books, fun, educational, and durable.. I own many of these book by Leslie

Patricelli. Each one deals with a different topic, (potty training, bed time, treating pets, being

quiet instead of being loud, being happy and sad, taking a bath, Halloween, Easter, Christmas,

etc.) My child loves having me or her mom read them to her and she cannot get enough of



them! We have read them so many times that she now knows them by heart, she sits down

and pretends to read them. We have had these books from before she was 1 year old, so

about a year and a half. She has handled them constantly and they have withstood the abuse.

Highly recommended.”

Theresa M, “Rooty Toot Toot! Toots ARE FUNNY!. The first book I found by Leslie Patricelli

was Hop Hop. It was Easter and I had something else picked out for my grandson when I

happened upon that book. I enjoyed the illustrations and the story and decided to get him that

book instead. He loved it and I loved it so I got online with Amazon and went in search of more

and Amazon did not disappoint. After looking through all of this author's titles I ended up

selecting Toot and The Birthday Box. The illustrations of this baby are the most adorable

drawings ever, I fell in love with this baby immediately. My grandson (now 8 months) loves his

books and loves for me to read them to him and show him the pictures. I can't wait to buy more.

While I was purchasing the Toot and Birthday Box books, Amazon also had a stuffed version of

this baby for sale, I bought that too. We have the "baby" with us whenever we read the books to

our grandson”

Leyna C., “A favorite in our house. Guess what everyone toots and this book shows it! Mom,

dads, and dogs too we all do; we do it while watching TV, in the tub, and while riding bikes!

Some are loud, some are short but no matter what they are funny (unless you have no sense

of humor). It's a very colorful book, which my 11 month loves, and says toot (along with other

variations of fart words) which get him laughing hysterically. If you don't have a sense of humor

or are offended by this very normal bodily function than stay away from this book. Everyone

else this is a great book!And in case anyone is wondering FISH DO FART! I looked it up after

reading this book :)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “" It's full of brands I've liked, products that have been absolutely

INDISPENSABLE in the .... I have a list on Amazon of "best baby gifts." It's full of brands I've

liked, products that have been absolutely INDISPENSABLE in the first couple of years for my

kiddo, books that we loved, etc. Leslie Patricelli's books are absolutely fantastic. My 20 month

old is already "reading" along with us on Toot and Potty----making the sounds ("Pffff!"

"FWERP!") and laughing at the stories. The baby in her books is so, so cute, and my kiddo

points at him---"BABY BABY!"---all of the time. This is a book that I've honestly just stopped

putting away, because as soon as it's shelved, my daughter cries and pulls it right back out.”

Dave, “Makes my 2 year old giggle non-stop, great book. Brilliant book that my 2 year old

absolutely loved! Leslie Patricelli has written some brill books for kids that seem to really

connect with young minds hence why we have a full collection.”

R. Abraham, “Fun and silly book.. Funny and cute. My son loves this book. We saw it a library

and now we read it all the time.”

Hannah, “A great gift (which will probably be appreciated by dads). Hilarious book! A great gift

(which will probably be appreciated by dads)”

Jennalise Kassanis, “Fun book!. Hilarious little book that we love reading to our babe!”

Alex T, “Five Stars. Funny for my 18 months old daughter and me!! Love the non-gendered



images too.”

The book by Leslie Patricelli has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,793 people have provided feedback.
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